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Let H be a separable Hubert space over the real numbers. Denote 
by L, ikf, N bounded mappings of H into itself. In an earlier note [l ] 
the author studied the solutions u^H of operator equations of the 
form 

(1) u + Mu = \{Lu + Nu} 

under the assumption that such solutions be contained in a suffi
ciently small sphere with center at u = 0. Here we assume that L, M, 
and N are odd, completely continuous, locally Lipschitzian gradient 
mappings of H into itself, and X is a real parameter. We wish to an
nounce some results concerning the global structure of solutions of 
(1) and some applications of these results to problems arising in the 
calculus of variations. Proofs of these results will appear elsewhere. 

1. Statements of results. Suppose 5DÎ and 5ft are even functionals 
such that grad (SR = M and grad 5ft = iV, then we set F(u) 
= (l/2)||w||2+50î(w) and G(u) = (l/2KLu,u)+W(u)t and dAR 

= {u\ F(u) =R, R a fixed real number}. Associated with (1) we con
sider its linearization at u = 0 

(2) u = \Lu. 

We assume (Lw, w)>0 for UT^O SO that the eigenvalues of (2) {\<} 
form an increasing sequence of real numbers 0 < \ i ^ \ 2 ^ X 3 • • • . 
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